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	The YUI Library has grown and improved since the first edition of this book. Several components came out of beta or experimental status and most of them will be covered in new chapters or added to related chapters, which will now have more than the two components originally presented.

	The coding style has changed and that will be reflected in the examples, which have been modified accordingly.





	New developer tools have appeared to make code more reliant, to reduce loading time, to debug, test, and do performance profiling and we will take a look at them.





	The biggest change is the release of version 3 of the YUI Library. YUI3 has recently had its first General Availability (GA) release which includes the most basic components, the infrastructure of the whole library. The Widget component, the basis for all the components that will have a User Interface (UI) is still Beta so there are no visual components in GA. YUI3 still has some way to go to achieve the variety of UI components of YUI2 and, above all, the maturity and reliability of its code base. Thus, this book will be based on the current YUI 2.8 release of the library. YUI2 is not dead by any measure; development continues and future releases will come when and if any significant number of changes warrant it.
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The Mac mini GuidebookPeachpit Press, 2005
This book was written entirely in Microsoft Word 2004 for Macintosh on a Mac mini and, occasionally, a PowerBook G4. Judy did her editing in Word 2000 for Windows, and we successfully passed the files back and forth many times. The production team at Peachpit Press works mostly on Macs.

Other software used in the preparation of this book...
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Relating Software Requirements and ArchitecturesSpringer, 2011

	This book brings together representative views of recent research and practice in
	the area of relating software requirements and software architectures. We believe
	that all practicing requirements engineers and software architects, all researchers
	advancing our understanding and support for the relationship between software...
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Local Area High Speed Networks (MTP)Sams Publishing, 2000
There is a great deal of change happening in the technology being used for local networks.  As Web intranets have driven bandwidth needs through the ceiling, inexpensive Ethernet NICs and switches have come into the market.  As a result, many network professionals are interested in evaluating these new technologies for implementation consideration....
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Web Systems Design and Online Consumer BehaviorIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Web Systems Design and Online Consumer Behavior takes an interdisciplinary approach toward systems design in the online environment by providing an understanding of how consumers behave while shopping online and how certain system design elements may impact consumers' perceptions, attitude, intentions, and actual behavior. This book...
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Building Websites With Joomla!: A step by step tutorial to getting your Joomla! CMS website up fastPackt Publishing, 2006
This book is being written in a small village in Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany, among other places. I live in this village. There is no access to DSL here; there are no public WLAN hotspots, no UMTS, no large companies and no city noise.

My work consists of activities like lecturing, advising, listening, testing and trying, programming,...
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Programming ColdFusionO'Reilly, 2001

	ColdFusion is a powerful platform for creating and deploying dynamic web applications. Developers like ColdFusion because its simple, tag-based language makes it easy to handle simple tasks, like processing form data and querying databases. ColdFusion is easy to learn, yet powerful enough to deliver highly scalable, robust...
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